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For telecoms companies which main by customer service body are concerned, to 
providing quality customer service, it must start from the customer new demand, in 
changing, unceasingly strengthen the customer perception degrees, improve customer 
recognition, and make services more accurate and humanization. According to the 
current competition environment, China telecom did a lot of exploration for operation 
and maintenance and transforming, put forward the relevant specification and 
construction based system of professional operation, but there is system respectively 
for business connections array, disjointed, flexibility deficiency and lack of unified 
management and interface standards, lead to the network layer, business layer and 
management contact disjointed, management trival, limiting operation and 
maintenance service level enhancement. To meet the requirements in improving the 
quality of telecom service, ease the pressure, tension maintenance personnel with 
customer service center for telecommunication operation support system (OSS) idea 
in China telecom quickly into the stage of implementation. Xinjiang telecom 
electronic work orders system is is one of the main subsystem of telecom operation 
support system (OSS). This system is management network operation and 
maintenance of various aspects work through unified platform, operation and 
maintenance data management, improving the unity of operation and maintenance 
work efficiency, thus provide better service for customers. This paper first analyzes 
the xinjiang ‘s telecommunication field operation and support systems, according to 
the demand of the telecommunication operation and maintenance procedures in place 
of support job market environment analysis, combined with the actual, xinjiang 
telecom company proposed work single system of telecommunication electronics 
construction principle and construction plan. Secondly, introduces the design of 
electronic work orders system in detail, according to operation and maintenance work 















system are to xinjiang telecom company, electronic work orders system function 
design. Finally, an electronic work orders, and combining the system application case 
in operation and maintenance work system that play the role in the system are 
analyzed, the future development of system thinking some Suggestions of 
improvement. Xinjiang telecom company electronic work orders system construction 
solved operation and maintenance work outstanding production and management 
contradictions, realize the operation and maintenance work precise management, 
enhance efficiency; to reduce costs, improve operation and maintenance efficiency, 
improve operation and maintenance support capacity purpose. 
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